The exact sequence of low degree associated to a first quadrant bicomplex (five terms long in [4, 1.4.5.1] seven terms long in [2, Lemma 7.5]) has been used in a number of situations, for example, in obtaining a cohomological description of the Brauer group of a commutative ring R [2] . In this note we observe that the sequence may be extended to an infinitely long exact sequence. The terms arising from the homology of the total complex are not F n~"1 H n (tot) i the (n-l)th filtration group of H n , for n>2, but map onto it. As an application we embed the seven term Galois cohomology sequence of [l, 5.5] into an infinite sequence, and sketch a map from normal Azumaya algebras into the eighth term which extends the Teichmüller cocycle map of [3] . The nth group C n (tot) of the total complex (n^O) is the group
the differential of the total complex {C n (tot)}. Denote by Z n the elements of C n (tot) of the form x = (0, The proof of exactness is a routine computation. Alternatively, one can obtain the sequence by forming the bicomplex {Cp,q}'C Pt q : =Cp, a for g^l, C P , q = 0 for g^3, and C p ,2 = d"(Cp,i). Then one has a long exact sequence by [6, Corollary 2.3], whose E 2 terms are the same as those in Theorem 1 and it is not difficult to show that the H n (tot) of the bicomplex C p , q occurring in this latter sequence is the same as the È" of Theorem 1. We omit details in either case.
2. We now sketch a generalization of the Teichmuller cocycle map for normal central simple algebras described by Eilenberg and MacLane [3] . For Amitsur cohomology and other unexplained notation see [2] .
Let S be a commutative ring with unit, and a Galois extension of R with group Q [l ]; let -4 be a Azumaya ( = central separable) 5-algebra. Suppose A is Q-normal, i.e. there is a 1-1 set map w from Q to AutR(A) whose image restricts to Q on 5.
Let K be a commutative i?-algebra which is a faithfully flat Rmodule. Let Us be the functor from i?-algebras to abelian groups defined by Us(K) = the multiplicative group of units of S®RK. Let C Ptq = (Q p , Us(K« +1 )), with p, g^0, where ( , ) denotes set maps, Q p denotes direct product p times, Ç°= {1}, K q+1 denotes tensor product over R q+1 times. Let dQ denote the group cohomology coboundary (in the ^-direction), and dg the Amitsur cohomology coboundary (in the g-direction). Then d^dQ-dcid'^ so replacing d r K by s p od' -dm on C p , q , where s p denotes the inverse map in Us applied p times, we obtain a bicomplex. From it we obtain a long ex-
